1. WORK TERM TWO

During your second work term, you will prepare a slide show presentation designed to demonstrate a professional view of your work term experience. It will be shared with your fellow co-op students on your return to campus in a joint presentation. The guidelines for the presentation are noted below.

You must submit your presentation to the REH Faculty Advisor by the fifth class day of the semester following your work term. The presentation will be given during an evening event to which your fellow co-op students, faculty, Co-op Coordinator, and Faculty Advisor will be invited. It will also be an opportunity for you to network with your fellow co-op students and to gather ideas about options for future work terms.

This event will be scheduled for early in the first academic semester following your co-op work term. Its time and location will be provided on or before the first week of the semester you return to campus. Presentations will be pre-loaded in the room and ready for your presentation. If you are unable to attend, please contact the Faculty Advisor at least one week in advance of the announced date.

NOTE: THIS CAN ONLY BE DONE FOLLOWING A FALL WORK TERM SINCE THE PRESENTATIONS ARE DONE IN JANUARY. IF YOUR SECOND WORK TERM IS NOT DURING THE FALL, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CO-OP FACULTY ADVISOR TO DISCUSS AN ALTERNATIVE WORK TERM REPORT.

2. ELEMENTS OF THE PRESENTATION

The following is a guideline for the various components of the presentation; it is not necessary to answer every question in each section or to include all sections. There may be other relevant things to add based on your specific work term experience.

1. Executive Summary: Briefly summarize the content of your presentation for your reader. Where did you work? Highlight your responsibilities. What did you learn? Keep it short and to the point.

2. Your Employer: Briefly describe the organization for which you worked. Include interesting facts about your employer: e.g. number of people, location of job, sector of the industry, where else they operate, ...

3. Your position: Give an overview of your job or project. Highlight the most interesting or unique aspects of your job. What skills did you need for the job? Did you learn them in class or on the job? How did your coursework help prepare you for the job? What new skills did you learn?
If you worked on a project, explain that project. What was its purpose, how was it designed, and what was your role in it? If you worked in a line role, you may wish to focus on one or discuss more than one of your responsibilities in less detail. If appropriate (and your employer permits it), you may wish to include photos.

4. Your learning objectives: What learning objectives did you set for yourself at the beginning of this work term? Did you achieve them? What skills did you want to acquire? What technologies (if any) did you want to work with and why? Did the Co-op experience enhance your academic experience? Consider the courses you have taken and are scheduled to take, including those beyond your specialization in real estate.

5. Reflections: What are you taking away from this experience? You might want to mention skills developed, knowledge gained, decisions made regarding future academic or career plans. What did you learn about the work environment that you will look for in your first permanent job? How has this experience changed your approach to future academic and work term experiences/decisions?

6. Advice for other Co-op students: Please remember that every work term is a learning experience. Why would you recommend this experience to other Co-op students (or not recommend it)?

7. Acknowledgements: Professionalism dictates that you thank the people who helped you during your work term and/or in the making of this work term presentation. This can be done orally if you do not have room on your slides.

8. **Co-op Work Term Report Employer Comments form**

   It is important that your employer review your work term report prior to submission to your Co-op Faculty Advisor on-campus. The Co-op Work Term Report Employer Comments form invites employer feedback, and requires your employer’s signature. Comments from your employer are useful for revising your report before submission. Additionally, your employer will be able to ensure that confidential information is not leaving the organization. The form is available on the CECS website [https://www.recruitguelph.ca/cecs/](https://www.recruitguelph.ca/cecs/) (Click on Co-op Students in the top red banner, then click Co-op Forms left hand menu, then click Co-op Work Term Forms in the middle of the page.)

   You must provide the signed, completed form to your Faculty Advisor, when displaying your presentation.

---

### 3. PRESENTATION SPECIFICATIONS

You must use PowerPoint; not Prezi or any other presentation software.

Maximum 5 slides per presenter, not including the title slide.

Maximum 7 minutes to present.

---

### 4. WHAT MAKES A GOOD PRESENTATION?

A good presenter does not use notes when presenting. Proper preparation and following this advice fixes many other bad habits.

Do not look at the presentation screen or the computer while you are presenting: Is your audience bored? Confused? Do they have a question? Are they staring at the fire in the hallway?
Limit the number of words on each slide: they should be a supplement, not a substitute, to what you are going to say.

A graphic is worth a thousand words. Figures can be added to the PowerPoint by inserting gifs, jpegs, screen captures, etc. Be creative. Figures make a presentation more interesting to look at, so do not be afraid to use them (although do not overdo this either). Remember to label them. If you use images that you did not create yourself, you must properly reference the source.

Do not use more than 3 fonts. Use standard fonts: if the most interesting thing about your presentation is the font, then you failed. Use italics and bold to emphasize important points but, since not everything is more important, do not overuse them.

Headings which follow the sections laid out in Elements of a Presentation are encouraged.

A background which is busy or full of things to look at distracts from the content of your presentation.

5. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS- TIPS

BRING TO THE EVENT: Arrive ready to present your slides (they will be pre-loaded and ready for you) and with your Employer Work Report Evaluation form (this form is different from your Employer Performance Evaluation).

WEAR TO THE EVENT: Given that this is a presentation event, business casual attire is expected.

ARRIVAL AT THE EVENT: Be sure to arrive at least 10 minutes in advance of the start of the event to ensure that you are relaxed and ready to present promptly when your turn is announced.